Presumed ocular histoplasmosis syndrome and linear streak lesions
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Summary Five cases of subretinal neovascular membranes in the macula associated with punched out chorioretinal scars and linear streaks were seen in five Dutch patients. Clinically the fundus lesions are consistent with those of presumed ocular histoplasmosis syndrome (POHS) seen in the United States of America. Cutaneous serological testing for histoplasmin reactivity was negative in the three patients tested. Of special interest is the presence of linear streaks in association with POHS. They have not been previously described in patients from Europe with this syndrome.

Although the association of haemorrhagic macular lesions and histoplasmosis was noted as early as 1942,1 the syndrome of presumed ocular histoplasmosis (POHS) was not defined until 1959 by Woods and Wahlen.2 Their description of disciform lesions at the macula accompanied by multiple peripheral, discrete atrophic lesions was expanded to include peripapillary pigment epithelial atrophy1 and the absence of aqueous and vitreous inflammation.3 A fourth sign of linear peripheral streak lesions was eventually added to the common triad of POHS.3,6

POHS is a common disease in the United States of America, carrying a risk of bilateral loss of central vision.6 In Europe the syndrome is not so common and was mostly reported as being associated with negative histoplasmin reactivity.7,11

Thus an acute haemorrhagic maculopathy very similar to the disciform reaction of the POHS, with or without peripapillary and peripheral changes has often been described by European authors under a variety of names.12-16

We present five cases of POHS seen at the Institute of Ophthalmology of the University of Nijmegen, with equatorial linear streak lesions as an interesting additional finding.

Case reports

Case 1

A 42-year-old man presented in 1979 with a complaint of metamorphopsia in his right eye. Best corrected visual acuity was 6/75 in the right eye and 6/6 in the left eye, with a myopic refraction. On ocular examination the media were clear, with no evidence of inflammation.

Fluorescein angiography of the right fundus disclosed subretinal neovascularisation in the macula, with histoplasma spots in the perifoveal area and inferior to the disc. At the equator, temporally and inferotemporally, linear streaks one to two disc diameters in width and parallel to the ora serrata, showed window defects, with occasional blockage of fluorescence corresponding to spots of hyperpigmentation. Similar lesions were seen in the left fundus (Fig. 1).

A histoplasmin skin test was negative. Spontaneous resolution of the former subretinal neovascular membrane with subsequent recurrences occurred during the seven-year follow up, leading eventually in the right eye to a visual acuity of 6/60 and a dry scar.

Case 2

This 22-year-old woman presented in 1982 with a sudden decrease in her left central vision. Her visual acuity was 6/6 in the right eye and 6/400 in the left (emmetropic refraction). The media were clear, without evidence of inflammation.

Fluorescein angiography of the left eye revealed a subretinal neovascularisation inferonasal to the fovea. Either hyper- or hypofluorescent linear streaks according to the amount of pigment were seen in the equatorial area throughout the entire circumference of the globe. Posterior to the streaks
were a few histoplasma spots in the periphery of the inferior quadrants (Fig. 2).

A histoplasmin skin test was negative. Complete obliteration of the subretinal neovascular membrane was achieved with krypton laser photocoagulation, leading to a 6/6 visual acuity in the left eye at a five-year follow-up.

CASE 3
This 49-year-old man, already diagnosed as having POHS in the right eye, presented at our institute in 1985 complaining of a two-week loss of vision in his left eye. Corrected vision was 6/15 in both eyes with a myopic refraction. No evidence of ocular inflammation was detected.

On ophthalmoscopy the right eye showed a dry scar in the macula, histoplasma spots scattered either throughout the periphery or the posterior pole, and a linear streak inferotemporally. The left eye had a juxtafoveal neovascular membrane with linear streaks at the equator, inferiorly and inferotemporally. Posterior and anterior to the streaks were a few histoplasma spots (Fig. 3).

Tests for histoplasmosis were negative. At follow-
up, still in progress, the patient showed a marked improvement in the corrected visual acuity in the left eye to 6/75, with a spontaneous involution of the subretinal neovascular membrane.

**Case 4**
This 20-year-old woman presented first in 1982 complaining of loss of vision in her left eye. Corrected vision was 6/6 in the right eye and 6/21 in the left eye with a myopic refraction. The media were clear, with no evidence of inflammation in either eye.

Fluorescein angiography revealed a subfoveal neovascular membrane as well as histoplasma spots in the left eye and peripapillary atrophy with the presence of a chorioretinal scar in the superior temporal quadrant in the right eye.

In 1985 she returned with a two-week history of loss of vision in the right eye. Corrected visual acuity.
was 6/30 in the right eye and 6/12 in the left eye. There was still no evidence of inflammation in either eye.

Fluorescein angiography of the right eye showed juxtafoveal and subfoveal neovascular membranes as well as macular histoplasma spots. In the left eye there was staining of the dry scar in the macula, with subretinal bands of metaplastic retinal pigment epithelium, histoplasma spots throughout the fundus, and hypofluorescent linear streaks temporally and inferotemporally in the equatorial area (Fig. 4).

Spontaneous obliteration of the choroidal neovascularisation occurred in the left eye during a five-year follow-up. The final corrected visual acuity was 6/30 in the right eye and 6/12 in the left eye.

CASE 5
In 1984 this 39-year-old man presented for a routine examination. The visual acuity was 6/6 in both eyes with an emmetropic refraction. The media were clear, without evidence of inflammation bilaterally.

Fluorescein angiography showed both eyes hyperfluorescent histoplasma spots and linear streaks temporally and inferotemporally (Fig. 5).

Follow-up examinations have shown a steady state.

Discussion

While typical POHS is common in the USA, the actual syndrome may be rare in Europe. Cutaneous and serological testing for histoplasmin reactivity in European patients with similar clinical pictures have been entirely negative. The incidence of positive results of histoplasmin skin tests in Europe is extremely low, ranging from 0 to 2%.

Since the aetiological association between this ocular syndrome and *Histoplasma capsulatum* infec-
The diagnosis rests solely on epidemiological data, and since these have not been entirely free of controversy, the diagnosis of POHS is based on the ophthalmoscopic finding of a neovascular lesion in the macula along with the presence of at least one atrophic scar—that is, histoplasma spot—in one or both eyes. Some of the cases described by European authors clinically resembled the POHS syndrome completely. Others did not, because an acute haemorrhagic maculopathy was the only sign described. The negative response to testing for histoplasmin reactivity was the reason these two groups were not diagnosed as presumed ocular histoplasmosis choroiditis. Thus they were seen as a single disease entity under various names.

We agree with previous reports which indicated that it would be better to divide into two what was previously thought to be a single disease. In particular there are cases in young people where subretinal neovascularisation, at or near the fovea, resemble POHS, yet no other signs of POHS exist. These cases would have to be termed idiopathic and should be considered as a distinct group.

Our five cases show linear streaks associated with punched out chorioretinal scars (histoplasma spots) and haemorrhagic maculopathy in the absence of vitritis and anterior segment inflammation. A negative response to the histoplasmin skin test was found among the three tested cases. According to the Asbury rating system four of our patients with...
streaks had an Asbury grade of four and one, case 2, of 3. High Asbury ratings (3 or 4) indicate typical POHS.

Two cases show some peculiarities. Case 5 has histoplasma spots and linear streaks bilaterally but no maculopathy. Case 4 was unilateral (left eye) at the first examination, with maculopathy and histoplasma spots only at the posterior pole of the left eye. Six months later the fellow eye was also involved (de novo), and the left eye showed a subretinal scar in the macula, an increased number of histoplasma spots scattered throughout the fundus, and linear streaks. This patient also had multiple lesions of the retinal pigment epithelium with recurrences similar to the ones originally described by Nozik and Dorsh and subsequently by other authors, a condition recently termed 'recurrent multifocal choroiditis'. This entity is a retinal pigment epithelium and choroidal inflammatory disorder characterised by multiple relapses and inflammatory signs in the vitreous and the anterior segment in the presence of POHS-like lesions. In contrast to that, our case did not show any inflammatory signs in the vitreous or in the anterior segment.

A review of the cases presented from Europe has revealed no previous reports showing the presence of linear streaks. An incidence of 5% has been reported in patients with symptomatic POHS in the USA.

The streaks may result from loss of choriocapillaris and retinal pigment epithelium. So far there is no explanation for the linear aggregation of histoplasma spots, which is probably the mechanism of streak formation.

Other causes of streak-like lesions in the retina must be differentiated from those seen in POHS. These include migrating parasites, choroidal
ruptures, angioid streaks, lattice degeneration, demarcation lines, and streaks from ectatic areas, all of which can be distinguished by their characteristic appearances.

In conclusion, patients of European origin have fundus changes indistinguishable from POHS as seen in the USA; the abnormal signs include the circumferential linear scarring. The pathogenesis remains unproved. Schlaegel and we consider that the European syndrome may be caused by an agent similar to but different from Histoplasma capsulatum. Perhaps histoplasmosis is only one of several infections causing POHS.
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